Hostas 2020
Size: After the name of each hosta, we have listed the size of the plant, based upon the approximate diameter of
the plant at maturity. Although some hostas grow more upright than others, height will generally correspond to
diameter (i.e., the larger the diameter, the taller the plant).
Diameter of mature plant:
[D] = Dwarf, up to 8”
[ML] = Medium-Large, 36”-40”

[S] = Small, 8”-16”
[L] = Large, 40”-48”

[MS] = Medium-Small, 18”-24”
[XL] = Extra-Large, over 48”

Flower Color: After the description of each hosta, we have listed the color of the flower:
(L) = Lavender
(P) = Purple
(W) = White
(NW) = Near white

[M] = Medium, 26”-36”

(B) = Blue

* = New in 2020
1st and Ten [XL] a nearly three foot mound of blue-green shovel shaped leaves that are somewhat ruffled and puckered;
32 inches tall x 50 inches wide (L)
A Many-splendored Thing [L] a large sieboldiana type selection from a 'Dorothy Benedict' x hypoleuca cross; large,
almost round leaves are dark green with wide yellow margins (L)
Abby [S] green centered sport of 'Gold Drop'; fast grower; good companion to 'Amy Elizabeth' (L)
Abiqua Drinking Gourd [ML] thick, blue-green foliage, deeply cupped and heavily corrugated (W)
Abiqua Trumpet [M] extremely cupped, seersuckered, blue-green foliage (L)
Afterglow [L] a wide margined sport of 'Climax'; large, green, heart-shaped leaves with striking, wide, yellow margins;
impressive upright mound (L)
Age of Gold [L] large, smooth, golden yellow leaves show off their best color in morning sun or filtered shade; upright
spreading habit; 25in tall x 44in wide (NW)
Aladdin's Lamp [ML] solid gold, deeply cupped and corrugated foliage; good substance (L)
Alex Summers [L] outstanding sport of 'Gold Regal' named for the co-founder and first president of the American Hosta
Society; dark green leaves with bright gold margins; vase-shaped habit (L)
Allegan Fog [MS] shiny green margins around unusual, speckled variegated centers (L)
Alligator Alley [M] a wide-margined sport of 'Dick Ward'; coarsely textured and puckered, heart-shaped leaves have
wide, blue-green margins with chartreuse to yellow centers (NW)
Alvatine Taylor [L] a large clump of slightly pointed blue leaves with gold margins; good substance (W)
American Sweetheart [M] tetraploid version of 'Sea Thunder'; named in honor of hybridizer Mildred Seaver (L)
Amy Elizabeth [S] light centered, green edged sport of 'Gold Drop'; good companion to 'Abby' (L)
Angel Falls [ML] a white-centered sport of 'Niagara Falls'; arching foliage with deep pie-crust margins and a leaf center
that becomes white later in the season (L)
Ann Kulpa [L] excellent specimen hosta with striking variegation; white centers, dark green margins with chartreuse in
between (L)
Antoinette [ML] classy sport of 'Squire Rich'; green-centered, gold-margined foliage (L)
Aqua Velva [L] large mound of blue-green, slug-resistant foliage with intense corrugation; fragrant flowers (W)
Atlantis [L] tetraploid mutation of 'Abba Dabba Do'; huge clump of slightly wavy, pointed green leaves with wide yellow
margins (L)
August Moon [M] large, heavily corrugated, golden leaves (NW)
Aurora Borealis [L] large, blue-green leaves with gold margins; outstanding specimen (W)
Autumn Frost [M] showy sport of 'First Frost'; blue leaves with extra wide yellow margins that lighten to creamy white (L)
Avocado [L] sport of 'Guacamole' with a much wider green margin; shiny leaf with a gold center and 2 inch wide green
margin; fast grower (L)
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* Baby Blue Eyes [D] this vigorous grower forms a very cute, tight, flat mound of heart-shaped blue foliage; 6in tall x 16in
wide (L)
Baby Booties [D] a compact cutie, green with white edges and lots of flowers (L)
Baby Bunting [D] cute mound of rounded, heart-shaped green leaves (L)
* Bam Bam Blue [XL] blue leaves are heavily corrugated and slightly cupped with a gentle waviness to the margin; forms
an upright clump and holds its blue color well into the season; 29in tall x 39in wide (W)
Battle Star [L] glossy, blue-green, cupped leaves with slightly rippled yellow margins; a sieboldiana type with good
substance (L)
* Bear Necessities [M] rounded dark green leaves are nicely puckered; a sport of 'Honey Bear'; showy fragrant white
flowers and a fast growth rate; 18in tall x 40in wide (W)
Beckoning [L] large sport of 'Blue Angel; gold leaves with a wide, blue-green, rippled margin that jets toward the midrib;
lightly cupped (NW)
* Beet Salad [S] bright green leaves are held on beet red petioles; red scapes support beautiful reddish-purple flowers in
summer; leaf margins are tinged with red in spring; 11in tall x 22in wide (P)
* Ben Vernooij [S] tetraploid sport of 'First Frost' with very thick leaves and a much wider margin; particularly stunning in
spring due to blue leaves with a bright yellow margin; 13in tall x 25in wide (L)
Betty [MS] attractive mound of dark green, ruffled leaves, somewhat cupped (L)
Beyond Glory [ML] a sport of 'Old Glory' with wider, dark green margins that measure up to 3 inches at the widest point;
bright yellow centers on heart-shaped leaves; 16 inches tall x 40 inches wide (L)
Big Daddy [L] deep blue, rounded, cupped and puckered leaves form impressive clump (W)
Big Mama [L] thick-substanced, blue-green leaves, intensely corrugated; beautiful specimen (W)
Bix Blues [ML] dense mound of incredibly blue foliage; from Ron Simmering of Davenport, IA; a cross of 'Halcyon' and
sieboldiana 'Elegans' (NW)
Blackfoot [MS] attractive yellow clump with heart shaped leaves; very dark flower scapes (L)
Blue Angel [XL] huge mound; deep blue; heavy texture; impressive, perfectly layered mound (W)
Blue Arrow [M] striking, lance-shaped, frosty blue mound (L)
Blue Betty Lou [L] large, upright clump of large, deeply cupped, blue leaves with undulating margins (L)
Blue Blazes [L] large clump of heavily corrugated, blue leaves with substance; fast grower (NW)
Blue Cadet [M] neat, dense blue-green clump (L)
Blue Dimples [M] dense mound of very blue leaves with good substance; a Tardiana (L)
Blue Flame [M] attractive yellow margined sport of 'Fragrant Blue'; good growth rate and fragrant flowers (L)
Blue Ivory [M] exciting new sport of 'Halcyon'; frosty blue centers surrounded with wide, creamy white margins (L)
Blue Mammoth [L] huge mound of heavily corrugated, intense blue foliage (NW)
Blue Mouse Ears [D] outstanding new dwarf cutie; small, round, gray-green leaves with heavy substance (L)
Blue Perfection [XL] very waxy light blue leaves are enhanced when grown in half a day of cool sun; a fast growing, sun
tolerant, and very fragrant specimen; 24in tall x 54in wide (L)
Blue Splendor [L] large clump of cupped, puckered blue leaves; great specimen (NW)
Blue Umbrellas [L] large blue-green; puckered leaves are held erect (W)
Blue Veil [ML] attractive blue clump with oval shaped leaves and good substance (L)
Blueberry Muffin [M] strong grower and reliable performer; long-lasting blue foliage forms a medium sized mound of
rounded, puckered leaves with attractive light mauve petioles and matching mauve flower scapes (L)
Blueberry Waffles [XL] huge round leaves with deep blue color and excellent waffling texture; forms an impressive
mound (NW)
Borwick Beauty [L] light chartreuse with blue margins; cupped, rare sieboldiana-type (W)
Bressingham Blue [L] deep blue sieboldiana type; heavy texture (W)
Bridal Falls [L] exciting sport of 'Niagara Falls'; cascading green leaves with pale yellow to creamy white margins,
piecrust edges, and deeply impressed veins (L)
Bridegroom [M] from Herb Benedict; heart-shaped, green leaves which curl erectly upward at the tips; ruffled margins (P)
Brim Cup [S] flashy, small clump with cupped leaves; wide white brim around a dark green center (B)
Broadband [L] heart-shaped leaves with extra wide, creamy yellow to creamy white margins that jet into the dark green
center (NW)
Brother Ronald [M] intensely blue foliage; dense clusters of near white flowers; a Tardiana (NW)
Brother Stefan [ML] a spectacular specimen with large, heavily corrugated, gold leaves with wide, dark green margins
(NW)
Brutus [XL] very large, upright mound of rich green foliage with heavily rippled margins (L)
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* Bulletproof [M] a tetraploid sport of the beloved 'Halcyon' with extremely thick blue leaves that hold their color late into
the season when kept out of direct sunlight; 16in tall x 36in wide (L)
Bumblebee [ML] rich gold, heavily corrugated foliage with good substance; good grower (W)
Cameo [D] cute, reversed sport of 'Pandora's Box'; green with creamy white margins (L)
Captain Kirk [M] wide green margins and bright yellow centers; sport of 'Gold Standard' with much better substance and
color (L)
Carol [M] dark green leaves with creamy white margins (L)
Carolina Blue [M] extremely blue color holds well into summer; fast grower (L)
Cathedral Windows [ML] tetraploid version of 'Stained Glass'; large, dome-shaped golden leaves surrounded by wide
green borders; fragrant flowers (NW)
Cerveza [ML] a gold sport of 'Avocado' offering thick substance and fragrant flowers; fast growth rate (L)
Choko Nishiki [M] nearly identical to 'On Stage'; a montana type; large pointed leaves with yellow centers (L)
Choo Choo Train [L] a majestic, gold clump with thick leaves that are wonderfully ruffled; awesome specimen plant (NW)
Christmas Candy [MS] new sport of 'Night Before Christmas' with narrower green margins and creamy white centers;
vigorous grower (L)
Christmas Tree [ML] heavily corrugated, creamy-margined foliage; outstanding specimen (L)
Christmas Tree Green [M] garden name for fine, all green form of 'Christmas Tree' (L)
Church Mouse [D] this sport of 'Blue Mouse Ears' forms a cute clump of blue-green to green, thick leaves; distinguished
by its coarsely wavy leaves and subtle margin; 8 inches tall x 14 inch spread (L)
City Lights [L] brilliant gold color on large leaves with good substance; forms a large mound (L)
Clear Fork River Valley [L] huge, rounded, dark green leaves are intensely corrugated; heavy substance (L)
Climax [L] sport of 'High Noon'; upright grower; corrugated, dark green leaves with bright gold margins (L)
Cloudburst [M] unruly, thick, blue-green foliage in a medium-sized mound; turns a rich, shiny, dark green by summer (L)
Coast to Coast [ML] solid gold specimen emerges chartreuse yellow then turns lighter gold in summer; very thick, heavily
puckered and wavy leaves form an upright vase-shaped clump (L)
* Color Festival [M] eye-catching tri-colored leaves have a distinct yellow streak between the white center and dark green
margins; grow in some bright morning sun for best color; 15in tall x 25in wide (L)
Cookie Crumbs [D] very attractive, white-edged miniature; a sport of 'Tiny Tears' (L)
Cool as a Cucumber [ML] this vigorous grower forms a showy clump of long, tapered leaves with bright green margins
and clear white centers; matures into a gracefully arching mound (L)
Cordelia [MS] rare hosta has shiny, dark green, strap-like foliage with creamy margins (L)
Cotton Candy [M] heavily misted green and white foliage, especially on new growth early in the season; changes to bright
green by August (L)
Country Mouse [D] cute mini with blue-green leaves and pure white margins; a sport of 'Bill Dress's Blue' (L)
Cup of Grace [M] very dark green leaves are nicely cupped and held on very upright habit; white flowers make a nice
contrast (W)
Curly Fries [S] unusual, small hosta; very wavy, heavily substanced, narrow, yellow leaves give a spidery appearance; sun
tolerant (P)
Dancing Queen [M] exceptional yellow that starts yellow and stays yellow all season; nice piecrust edge on large leaves (L)
Darwin's Standard [M] like 'Gold Standard'; colors up sooner (L)
Deliverance [M] long, tapering, udulating blue-green leaves with yellow margins and yellow stripes into the centers (L) --Designer Genes [M] excellent yellow hosta with red petioles; striking yellow leaves emerge in spring from deep wine red
shoots; holds yellow color late into season; nice purple flowers (P)
Devon Green [M] shiny, leathery, dark green form of 'Halcyon'; same fine flowers (L)
Diamond Lake [M] heart-shaped blue leaves are thick and heavily corrugated with wavy margins; large leaves measure
up to 9 in wide by 11in long; grows to 17in tall x 25-28in wide (L)
Diamond Necklace [S] forms a small mound of narrow, white-centered foliage with a dark green margin (P)
Diamonds Are Forever [S] showy, wide margined sport of 'Diamond Tiara'; striking, sharply contrasting variegation;
purple flowers (P)
Diana Remembered [M] named after the late Diana, Princess of Wales; moderately corrugated, blue-green leaves with
creamy white margins that extend all the way down to the petioles; very fragrant white flowers (W)
Dick Ward [M] excellent green-edged sport of 'Zounds'; good puckering (NW)
Don Stevens [MS] shiny foliage with creamy yellow margins that may streak into the dark green center (P)
Dorset Blue [S] small heart-shaped leaves; one of the bluest Tardianas (L)
Dragon Tails [D] fast growing clump of narrow, upright, yellow foliage with wonderful, wavy margins (L)
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Dream Queen [L] a sport of 'Great Expectations'; broad leaves with a wide blue-green margin and yellow center that
changes to creamy white (NW)
Dream Weaver [M] choice sport of 'Great Expectations', with wide blue borders and better vigor (W)
Dress Blues [M] frosty blue with narrow,creamy yellow margins (L)
Dupage Delight [M] a reversed 'Frances Williams'; gold-centered leaves with thick, blue-green margins (NW)
Dylan's Dilly [M] creamy centered leaves with heavy substance; yellow centered variegation is constant and stable (L)
Earth Angel [L] show stopping form of 'Blue Angel', with creamy white borders (L)
Edge of Night [L] fine dark green clump, with leaves held quite erect (L)
El Nino [M] outstanding sport of 'Halcyon'; same chalky blue color, but with a pure white margin (L)
Elatior [L] immense, vase-shaped mound of shiny green foliage; outstanding (NW)
Electrocution [MS] wavy, twisted leaves of medium green with yellow margins that turn white (L)
Emerald Necklace [MS] unique leaves with light green centers and dark green, stitched edges; upright grower (L)
Empress Wu [XL] the largest known hosta in the trade; huge, thick, dark green, deeply veined leaves form a massive
upright clump (L)
Enterprise [M] excellent white-centered sport of 'Captain Kirk'; dark green margins streak into the center (L)
Etched Glass [M] a sport of 'Stained Glass' with wider margins and thicker leaves; very wide, dark green margins with
bright yellow centers and a light green pattern in between; very large and fragrant near-white flowers; 18in
tall x 36in wide (NW)
Eternal Flame [M] selection of 'Whirlwind' which holds its white centers much longer into the season (L)
Extasy [MS] creamy-white centers margined with wide, blue-green margins; flashy variegation and upright growth habit
make it a garden show-off (L)
Eye Declare [M] a sport of 'Sea Fire'; brilliant yellow foliage with dark green margins; centers green up a bit in summer
(L)
Faith [L] thick-leaved, gold hosta; with maturity, it develops rounded, brassy-gold leaves with fantastic corrugation (L) ---Fan Dance [M] striking yellow leaves with green margins; brighter in more light; a Herb Benedict into (L)
Fantasy Island [S] a sport of 'Island Charm' with wider margins, better substance, increased sun tolerance, and more
vigor; dark green leaves with chartreuse jetting and a yellow center that lightens to cream; reddish scapes (L)
Fire and Ice [MS] spectacular sport of 'Patriot'; white centered leaves with good substance (L)
Fire Island [S] brilliant yellow leaves with red petioles; the red extends onto the base of the leaf (L)
First Blush [MS] spring foliage will start to "blush" red from the tip of the leaf down toward the base; red color holds
until temperatures reach into the 90s; red petioles extend into the leaf blade (L)
First Frost [M] fantastic sport of 'Halcyon'; beautiful blue leaves edged by creamy-yellow margins; looks great until
autumn's first frost (L)
Flower Power [L] semi-upright mound of shiny, bright green foliage; 4-foot high scapes of fragrant flowers (L)
Fond Hope [L] a fine specimen clump of large, gray-green leaves with good texture (W)
Forbidden Fruit [M] fully tetraploid sport of 'Orange Marmalade' with thicker leaves and wider blue-green margins;
yellow-orange centers in spring turn nearly white late in the season; brightest if grown in some sun; 18in tall
x 30in wide (L)
Fort Knox [L] large, bright gold leaves with excellent substance; good specimen (L)
Fragrant Blue [S] small, frosty blue mound of heart shaped leaves (NW)
Fragrant Bouquet [M] apple green base with wide, irregular, light yellow margins; fragrant white flowers (W)
Francee [M] green wiith thin, white edge; fast grower (L)
Frances Williams [L] blue-green, puckered leaves with wide, gold borders; a sieboldiana type (NW)
Fried Green Tomatoes [L] green sport of 'Guacamole'; fast grower; fragrant white flowers (W)
Frost Giant [XL] foliage emerges bright blue with a yellow margin in spring and becomes blue-green with a cream
margin in summer; thick leaves are nicely wavy; 28in tall x 72in wide (W)
Frosted Dimples [M] textured blue leaves with crisp, creamy borders; thick leaves have a pebbled surface (NW)
Frosted Jade [L] light frosty blue-green with distinct, white margins; choice specimen (L)
Frozen Margarita [L] a variegated sport of 'Fried Bananas' with the same fragrant flowers and vigor; shiny greenishyellow leaves with a thin white margin; more chartreuse when grown in more shade; 22in tall x 42in wide
(W)
Fruit Loop [D] cute mound with round, dark green leaves with wide, creamy white margins; great corrugation for a small
hosta; 7in tall x 12in wide (L)
Fruit Punch [M] bright yellow leaves with wavy margins; leaf stems and flower scapes are purple-red (P)
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Garden Party [L] green margined sport of 'Golden Sculpture'; impressive, vase-shaped mound of gold centered foliage
(NW)
Gentle Giant [XL] deep blue-green, corrugated, cupped and twisted foliage; upright vase-shaped mound can grow up to 42
inches tall; slug resistant; fast growth rate (L)
Gin and Tonic [M] striking mound of chartreuse foliage with streaky, creamy margins (NW)
* Glad Rags [M] very thick and extremely corrugated heart-shaped leaves; slightly cupped green leaves emerge with a
chartreuse margin that brightens to gold then to ivory in late summer; 16in tall x 24in wide (L)
* Glossy Ruffles [L] very shiny green leaves with nice rippled margins and fragrant white flowers; has good sun tolerance
where it really shines in the garden; 24in tall x 45in wide (W)
Gold Standard [M] gold with green margins; color intensifies as summer progresses (L)
Golden Anniversary [ML] shiny, rippled, chartreuse leaves are translucent in spring; turn dark green (L)
Golden Friendship [ML] upright clump of golden foliage that is deeply cupped; good substance; distinctive (L)
Golden Scepter [MS] all gold form of 'Golden Tiara' (P)
Golden Sculpture [L] impressive, vase-shaped mound with heavily corrugated, thick, golden foliage (W)
Golden Tiara [MS] compact, heart-shaped leaves with gold borders; nice purple flowers (P)
Grand Prize [MS] a sport of 'Grand Tiara'; wide gold margins fading to cream by summer (P)
Grand Slam [M] classic mounded form with glossy green heart-shaped leaves with piecrust edges; red petioles and
lavendar flowers (L)
Gray Cole [L] large leafed sieboldiana type forms an impressive, gray-green clump (L)
Green Acres [XL] huge clump of shiny green foliage (L)
Green Angel [XL] huge, green form of 'Blue Angel'; beautiful, layered monster of a clump (W)
Guacamole [L] large, open mound of glossy, rounded gold leaves with dark green margins; variegation becomes more
pronounced as season progresses; large, fragrant, lavender flowers (L)
Guardian Angel [L] exciting, white centered form of 'Blue Angel'; centers may turn blue-green in summer (W)
Gypsy Rose [MS] somewhat smaller version of 'Striptease', with brighter yellow centers (L)
Hadspen Blue [M] frosty blue; good substance; one of our favorite Tardianas (L)
Hadspen Samphire [M] incredibly bright yellow in spring, turning chartreuse later in summer (L)
Halcyon [M] spear-shaped, ribbed, blue leaves; one of the most popular Tardianas, for good reason (L)
Half and Half [M] sport of 'Lakeside Cupcake' that is brightly variegated right away in spring; dark green margins, pure
white centers, and nice light green jetting in between (NW)
Hallelujah [M] forms a vase shaped mound of bright blue foliage that is nicely cupped and wavy; good substance (L)
Hans [M] a vigorous sport of 'Andrew' with green streaks in late summer; blue-green, corrugated and puckered foliage
with white centers and green jetting (L)
Happy Dayz [M] sport of 'Orange Marmalade' with wider, more blue-green margins; leaves of good substance have bright
yellow centers which brighten to parchment in summer (L)
Hazel [S] cute yellow clump (L)
Heat Wave [M] improved sport of 'Bright Lights'; gold centers with wide blue margins; thick, puckered texture (NW)
Herbal Tea [M] nicely cupped, bright gold leaves; reddish purple scapes with lavender flowers (L)
Hideout [D] bright white centered mini with narrow green margins on lance shaped, wavy leaves (L)
High Society [S] striking, smaller version of 'June'; warm yellow centers in spring brighten to white by midsummer; blue
margins (L)
Holy Mole [L] a robust sport of 'Guacamole' that forms a large clump of thick, rubbery leaves that are chartreuse with very
wide, dark green margins; fragrant flowers (NW)
Holy Mouse Ears [D] fantastic sport in the Mouse Ears line; creamy yellow centers surrounded by blue-green margins;
good substance; purple flowers (P)
Honey Bear [L] dark green leaf centers with honey-yellow margins; a fast growing and sun tolerant variety with fragrant
flowers; mature leaves become rounded and somewhat puckered; 20in tall x 42in wide (L)
Honey Pie [ML] a cross of 'September Sun' and H. plantaginea with the best characteristics of both; thick puckered gold
leaves with fragrant flowers; vigorous grower; a little extra sun brings out a nice yellow color; 18in x 40in (L)
Hoosier Dome [L] giant green leaves with heavily impressed veins; each leaf arches downward in a dome shape, and is
beautifully ruffled (L)
Hovercraft [M] round leaves have a nice blue color and seem to float over their petioles; 16in tall x 30in wide (L)
Hudson Bay [M] improved 'Eskimo Pie'; stronger grower with wider, brighter blue margins and apple green jetting and a
creamy white center all season (NW)
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Humpback Whale [XL] a massive, dome-shaped mound of blue, corrugated, heart-shaped leaves from the late Mildred
Seaver (NW)
Hypoleuca Urajiro [M] gray-green with gray undersides (L)
Ice Cream [S] sport of 'Vanilla Cream' with deep green centers and gold margins; combine with 'Vanilla Cream' which
has reverse variegation (L)
Imperial Palace [L] large mound with striking variegation; creamy yellow centers and wide green margins (L)
Independence [M] a reversed sport of 'Revolution'; dark green leaves have creamy-white margins, speckled with green (L)
Innisglow [M] glowing, all gold form of 'Inniswood'; good texture and substance (NW)
Irish Luck [M] a vigorous grower with glossy, dark green leaves and pie crust rippled edges; H. plantaginea parentage
yields some sun tolerance and sweetly fragrant flowers (L)
Island Breeze [M] sport of 'Paradise Island' with better variegation and leaf substance; wide, green margins contrast with
bright yellow centers in spring; showy red petioles (L)
Ivory Coast [L] smaller sport of 'Sagae' with broader, rippled leaf margins; gray-green leaves with yellow margins,
turning creamy in summer (L)
Jabulani [ML] roundish, gold-centered leaves with green margins; nice corrugation and substance; name means 'rejoice'
in the Zulu language (NW)
Jade Cascade [XL] hybrid with the pleating and glossiness of the Hirao strain and the immense size and ruffled edges of
montana macrophylla; huge leaves cascade down from long, erect petioles (L)
Jambleliah [S] small clump with thick, corrugated leaves that are blue with yellow borders; eye-catching (L)
Jammin [M] narrow leaves have dark green margins with large areas of green speckling on white centers; forms a slowgrowing, medium sized mound (L)
Janet [M] creamy center with green edge; a little smaller than 'Gold Standard' (L)
Janet's Sister [M] yellow centered, white edged sport of 'Janet'; unregistered (L)
Jetstream [ML] forms a perfect clump with waxy blue leaves all neatly arranged; 26in tall x 40in wide (L)
Jewel of the Nile [M] excellent blue-green with a yellow edge; wedge shaped foliage; very nice clump (L)
Joseph [M] glossy, dark green, heart-shaped leaves make a very classy clump (P)
June [M] gold-centered, blue-margined sport of 'Halcyon' developed in England; Hosta of the Year for 2001 (L)
June Fever [M] a nearly all yellow sport of 'June' with a narrow blue-green margin; shiny leaves darken to chartreuse in
mid-summer (L)
June Spirit [M] a darker, softer, more subtle sport of 'June Fever'; a classy member of the 'Halcyon'/'June' family (L)
Jurassic Park [XL] a giant mound with enormous, cascading green leaves, heavy substance and wonderful puckering; a
vigorous grower; 48 inches tall x 60 inches wide (L)
Katherine Lewis [M] striking sport of 'Halcyon' with yellow centers and narrow blue margins (L)
Key West [L] Olga Petryszyn's cross between 'Elatior' and 'High Noon'; a choice, bright gold clump with large, heartshaped leaves (L)
Ki Nakafu Otome [D] striking venusta type with gold-centered foliage in spring; turns all green in summer (P)
King of Spades [M] unusual blue-green, heart-shaped leaves with heavy puckering; forms a tight, neat mound (L)
Kiwi Acid Yellow [M] new yellow hosta from New Zealand; incredibly bright yellow in the spring, turning apple green by
summer (L)
Kiwi Full Monty [MS] from New Zealand; similar to 'Striptease', but smaller, and with blue-green outer margins (L)
Kiwi Milky Way [L] large streaky sport of 'Blue Angel' from New Zealand; blue with gold streaking (NW)
Kiwi Skyscraper [L] large, upright mound of blue-green foliage; from New Zealand; a seedling of 'Sagae' (L)
Komodo Dragon [XL] a giant clump with long, pointed, dark green foliage; fast grower; white flowers (W)
Korean Snow [S] a misted yingeri hybrid; very misted in spring, but still retains some misting later in summer (P)
Krossa Regal [L] large, vase-shaped, frosty blue; blooms in early August, flower scapes may reach 5' (L)
Krugerrand [XL] sensational, large, upright mound of bright gold foliage (L)
Lady Isobel Barnett [L] sport of 'Sum & Substance'; large green leaves with narrow, gold margins (L)
Lakeside Baby Face [MS] attractive smaller clump of dark green foliage with creamy white, slightly wavy margins (L) ---Lakeside Banana Bay [S] very shiny, round leaves with bright yellow centers and apple green edges; a standout for its
bright foliage; 10 inches tall x 16 inches wide (L)
Lakeside Cupcake [S] deep blue-green borders with glowing white centers; outstanding, small clump (L)
Lakeside Down Sized [S] small, dense mound of narrow, rippled, creamy white-margined foliage with chartreuse centers,
topped with purple flowers (P)
Lakeside Dragonfly [M] broad, pointed green leaves with wide, white margins that jet irregularly into the center; vigorous
grower (L)
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Lakeside Lollipop [S] small, upright clump of dark green, round leaves; pure white flowers (W)
Lakeside Meter Maid [M] splendid sport of 'Summer Music', boasting much darker green borders surrounding the creamy
centers (L)
Lakeside Neat Petite [MS] cute clump with excellent, bright purple flowers (P)
Lakeside Paisley Print [MS] stunning small hosta with wide, wavy green margins; narrow, creamy white markings in the
center shoot out in a feathery pattern; good substance (L)
Lakeside Shore Master [ML] beautiful blue leaves with yellow splash in the center (NW)
Lakeside Spellbinder [M] striking, medium-sized mound of white-centered foliage; whitish flowers (W)
Laura and Darrell [M] excellent green-centered sport of 'Zounds' (L)
Leather Sheen [S] dense mound of very dark green, lance shaped leaves with excellent substance (L)
Lemon Lime [S] bright chartreuse; small wavy leaves; great border plant; fast increaser (P)
Lemon Love Note [S] long, wavy leaves of yellow-green; a good grower with good substance (L)
* Lemon Snap [S] small mound of cupped and corrugated yellow leaves held on red petioles and the red bleeds into the leaf;
dark purple scapes with pretty purple striped flowers form a tight mass; 10in tall x 20in wide (P)
* Lemon Zinger [D] a green-margined sport of 'Dragon Tails'; a vigorous little hosta with wavy, bright yellow leaves
outlined in dark green; 7in tall x 16in wide (P)
Liberty [ML] sensational sport of 'Sagae', with wide yellow margins; very showy (L)
Lime Krinkles [M] lime green leaves with great corrugation and substance (W)
Little Bo Peep [S] cute dwarf is glossy, dark green with creamy margins (L)
Little White Lines [D] a venusta with white margins (P)
Little Wonder [S] eye-catching, small mound; green with creamy margins; nice flowers (P)
Lollapalooza [M] impressive clump; rounded foliage is dark green with wide, wavy yellow margins that turn to creamy
white (NW)
Lothar the Giant [L] large clump with large, dark green leaves; good substance, corrugation and wavy margins (NW) ---* Louie Louie [S] smooth green leaves with beautifully wavy thin white margins; 13in tall x 42in wide (L)
Loyalist [M] fabulous reversed form of 'Patriot'; dark green with pure white centers that don't melt (L)
Luna Moth [M] dark green, heart-shaped leaves with good substance; wide, light green margins brighten to yellow in
summer (L)
Lunar Orbit [M] a sport of 'August Moon'; gold leaves edged by dramatic, wide, dark green margins (L)
Majestic [L] large clump with stunning color contrast of dark green foliage with creamy white margins (L)
Mama Mia [M] from Herb Benedict; dark green foliage with margins that start gold and turn cream (L)
Mango Salsa [MS] unusual wavy yellow leaves with deep red petioles and scapes; sun tolerant (L)
Manhattan [L] large green leaves with extreme texture and nice ruffling; forms an impressive clump (L)
Margie's Angel [M] dark green margins with gold centers; vivid coloration and tremendous substance (L)
Mariachi [L] a reversed sport of 'Guacamole'; medium-green foliage with a chartreuse margin that becomes more yellow
as the season progresses (L)
Marilyn Monroe [M] beautifully ruffled edges on a green hosta; for use as a specimen plant or in the Japanese garden
where the quiet beauty of habit & form may be appreciated; red leaf petioles & flower stems (L)
Maui Buttercups [MS] small mound of heavily cupped, puckered, round gold leaves (L)
Medusa [D] long, snakelike leaves with yellow centers and green margins; rippled edges; purple flowers; way cool! (P)
Megan's Angel [XL] a sport of the classic 'Blue Angel'; huge blue leaves emerge with a wide, soft yellow border that
becomes white by late summer (NW)
Merlin [ML] forms a striking mound of blue-green foliage with bright gold margins (P)
Midwest Magic [M] gold centers with dark green margins; fast growing clump (W)
Millennium [XL] very large, rounded, dark blue leaves that form a monster of a mound; good growth rate (NW)
Mini Skirt [D] this petite and flirty hosta has very wavy, thick, blue-green leaves with creamy yellow to creamy white
margins (L)
Minuteman [M] 3/4 inch pure white margin wrapped around a rich, glossy green center; a show-stopper (L)
Miss Saigon [ML] dark green leaves edged with creamy-white margins; attractive clump; large, fragrant white flowers (W)
Miss Tokyo [L] largest and most majestic of all of Hideko Gowen's introductions; large, dark green leaves with wide,
creamy margins (L)
Mojito [L] a sport of 'Avocado'; shiny and smooth emerald green foliage has good substance; fragrant flowers and fast
growth rate (L)
montana 'Aureomarginata' [L] huge, pointed leaves with wide yellow margins (W)
Mood Indigo [ML] deep blue-green foliage is heavily corrugated and unruly; thick substance (NW)
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Moon Glow [M] eye-catching gold with white edges (NW)
Moon Shadow [S] showy lance-shaped leaves; gold with green margins (L)
Moongate Little Dipper [M] cupped and puckered dark green leaves; dark lavender flowers; good grower (L)
Moonlight Sonata [ML] large bluish leaves are wavy and cupped, turning shiny green; fragrant flowers (NW)
Mount Tom [ML] a classy hosta from Eleanor Lachman; intense blue with wide, creamy-white margins (L)
Mr. Big [XL] a monster of a clump; huge, green leaves are seersuckered and have great substance
Mr. Progressive [XL] a Fred Smith hybrid exclusive to Hornbaker Gardens; a huge clump of blue leaves with undulating
margins and heavy texture (L)
Munchkin [S] cute little green clump (L)
Munchkin Fire [D] short and narrow leaves hold their bright yellow color all season long; vigorous grower (L)
Nate the Great [L] upright, large, rounded blue-green leaves that are gently cupped & puckered; a hybrid of nigrescens (L)
Neat and Tidy [M] anything but; twisted, dark blue-green leaves; each leaf different (L)
Neptune [ML] this unique blue hostas forms a cascading clump of narrow wedge-shaped leaves with heavily rippled
edges; emerges bright blue in spring and holds color well (L)
Niagara Falls [L] heavily veined, heart shaped leaves are dark green with a beautiful sheen and piecrust edge (L)
Nifty Fifty [L] round, blue-green leaves with margins that change from yellow to creamy white; corrugated with thick
substance (NW)
Night Before Christmas [M] larger and more vigorous grower than its parent, 'White Christmas'; a thicker leaf with green
margins and a 2 inch crisp, white center; good color retention (L)
Nightlife [M] subtle, elegant, soft blue green color sets this one apart; cross of 'Invincible' and sieboldiana 'Elegans' that
combines the best of both parents; good color, substance, and fragrant flowers (L)
nigrescens [L] blue-green leaves are cupped and held erect; large, vase-shaped clump (L )
Northern Exposure [L] a sport of s. 'Elegans'; blue with yellow margins, lightening to cream; very showy (NW)
Norwalk Chartreuse [MS] shiny, lime chartreuse foliage with lots of puckering; eye-catching (P)
Obsession [M] dark green margins streak into the medium green centers; from Tony Avent; flowers profusely (L)
Ogon Tsushima [S] rare, bright gold hosta from Japan (L)
Olive Bailey Langdon [L] similar to 'Frances Williams', but non-burning; better grower and bigger (NW)
One Last Dance [ML] this sport of 'Dancing Queen' has dark green leaves with very wide, intense yellow margins that
become chartreuse by midsummer; irregular, wavy edges create a feathery look (L)
Orange Marmalade [ML] sport of 'Paul's Glory' that emerges with bright gold leaves with blue-green margins; center
turns lighter in summer (L)
Outhouse Delight [S] narrow, twisted, undulating foliage is white, speckled green (L)
Pacific Blue Edger [S] vigorous, chalky blue mound; excellent blue border or small specimen (L)
Pandora's Box [D] too cute for words; a sport of 'Baby Bunting' white centers with dark green margins (L)
Paradigm [L] beautiful gold-centered with blue-green margins; variegation intensifies later in spring (L)
Paradise Creek [L] a Fred Smith hybrid exclusive to our nursery; a 'Sum and Substance' cross, forming a large clump of
chartreuse, white-margined foliage (L)
Paradise Island [M] stunning sport of 'Fire Island'; brilliant yellow leaves with dark green jetting margins are held on red
petioles; red color comes up onto the leaf a bit (L)
Paradise Joyce [M] foliage starts out bluish, turning yellow centered in summer (L)
Parasol [L] a sport of 'Blue Umbrellas; large, veined and puckered, shiny blue-green foliage with wide, creamy-yellow
margins; forms a stunning clump (L)
Parhelion [XL] a sport of 'Sum and Substance'; huge leaves are light green with narrow, irregular, cream margins, slightly
rippled (L)
Pathfinder [M] flashy, white-centered sport of 'Francee'; leaf centers contain some speckling (L)
Patriot [M] outstanding sport of 'Francee' with wide, very white margins (L)
Paul's Glory [ML] yellow center with blue-green border; makes a stunning clump; Hosta of the Year in 1999 (L)
Pearly Gates [M] wide, pearly white margins streak into the soft blue-green centers of this classy hosta (L)
Pebbles [M] blue-green foliage is intensly corrugated and deeply cupped; heavy substance and slow growth rate (NW)
Peppermint Ice [S] striking, dark green margins bordering creamy yellow to white centers; good purple flowers (P)
Pewterware [S] nice, smaller mound of heart-shaped leaves with a wonderful, soft blue color (L)
Pie a la Mode [ML] oval-shaped leaves are dark green with wide white margins; great color contrast (L)
Pitch Black [M] smooth, almost perfectly round leaves are deep green and gently cupped; really shows off when paired
with gold or powdery blue hostas (L)
plantaginea Aphrodite [M] double flowered form of plantaginea; fragrant, white flowers are spectacular (W)
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plantaginea Doubled Up [M] tetraploid form of plantaginea; more compact habit and better substance; very fragrant
flowers (W)
Plum Pudding [M] dark rounded green leaves with rich purple petioles and great substance; upright habit and purple
flower scapes (P)
Pocketful of Sunshine [S] cute, small clump with great substance; a sport of 'Rainforest Sunrise' with wider margins;
leaves are cupped with yellow centers (L)
Popcorn [S] rounded yellow leaves with a nice blue border; yellow turns to cream in summer; leaves cup nicely with
maturity (L)
Popo [S] excellent small, blue-green mound from Russ O'Harra; nice dark lavender flowers (L)
Potomac Pride [L] very glossy, black-green leaves with heavy substance, puckering and inverted cupping; small, spidery,
lavender flowers (L)
Powder Blue [L] blue-green, heavily corrugated foliage of heavy substance; becomes a huge, broad mound of slugresistant, powdery blue foliage (L)
Prairie Moon [M] thick wedge-shaped leaves are very bright yellow in spring, with silver undersides (L)
Prairie Sky [M] gently cupped leaves of a soft powdery-blue color; a hybrid of 'Blue Jay' with excellent color (L)
Prairie's Edge [ML] a sport of 'Prairie Fire', with brilliant yellow centers and dark green margins; yellow centers hold
color well into fall (L)
Praying Hands [MS] upright, narrow leaves are folded into a tubular shape; thin creamy margins; unusual (L)
Pure Heart [D] sport of 'Blue Mouse Ears' with blue-green margins and a creamy white center; small, rounded leaves of
good substance (L)
Queen Josephine [M] shiny, dark green leaves with wide, creamy yellow margins; an attention-getter (P)
Queen of the Seas [L] from hybridizer Mildred Seaver; large, blue, pointed leaves with piecrust margins; forms large
clump (L)
Quilted Skies [M] silvery blue, wedge shaped leaves with excellent corrugation and substance (L)
Quilting Bee [MS] outstanding clump of very dark green, rounded leaves with heavy quilting effect; from the late Russ
O'Harra; a uniqe plant that we have loved since we first saw it in Russ' garden (L)
Radiant Edger [S] dark green with gold margins; a sport of 'Gold Edger'; small, but a rapid grower (L)
Rain Dancer [L] a yellow-margined sport of the popular 'Blue Umbrellas'; large, blue leaves with wide, yellow margins; an
imposing specimen (L)
Rainbow's End [S] excellent small clump; dark green foliage with lighter central flare, turning white by summer;
lavender flowers on red scapes (L)
Rainforest Sunrise [MS] charming sport of 'Maui Buttercups'; thick, corrugated, gold leaves with nice dark green
margins (L)
Rare Breed [L] beautiful tricolor leaves are creamy white in the center with green margins and army green jetting
between the two; a semi-upright habit (L)
Raspberry Sorbet [S] small mound of shiny, dark green foliage; red flower stems and purple flowers (P)
Raspberry Sundae [MS] glossy foliage has irregular green edges and cream centers with burgundy petioles; burgundy
flower stalks and buds open to purple flowers; 9 inches tall x 21 inches wide (P)
Rebecca [M] forms a medium-sized mound of wavy, bright gold foliage with a smooth texture (L)
Red Hot Poker [M] shiny green leaves with creamy white margins, slightly wavy and cupped, and with good substance;
red flower scapes (L)
Regal Splendor [L] 'Krossa Regal' with a creamy edge; upright, frosty blue-gray with creamy edges; gorgeous (L)
Regalia [M] upright growing sport of 'Krossa Regal'; lighter centers surrounded by blue, wavy margins (L)
Remember Me [MS] sensational white centered sport of 'June'; classy (L)
Revolution [M] a sport of 'Loyalist'; white centers with dark green margins; soft green speckling in centers darkens
through the season (L)
Rhapsody in Blue [M] great blue color on rounded, ruffled leaves with excellent substance; nice flowers (L)
Rhino Hide [L] heaviest substance of any hosta; large clump with cupped, puckered blue leaves with narrow green centers
which lighten to yellow (L)
Rock and Roll [L] a variant of 'Love Pat'; nicely cupped and puckered; grows into a large mound (NW)
Rohdeifolia [MS] upright, narrow leaves with creamy margins; forms a rounded fountain-like effect (L)
Rootin Tootin [M] thick, dark green leaves with creamy white centers; some speckling (L)
* Rowan My Boat [M] very blue leaves are folded and look like little boats offering a unique look; emerges a glossy green
before developing a glaucous coating and turning blue; 14in tall x 31in wide (L)
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* Royal Crest [L] a hybrid of 'Royal Standard' with a more polished habit and thicker foliage; medium green, shiny foliage
with large white, fragrant flowers; 28in tall x 50in wide (W)
Royal Standard [M] glossy green clump handles more sun than most; fragrant, white flowers (W)
Royal Wedding [M] prestigious wide-margined sport of 'Diana Remembered', forming an upright mound of thick, shiny
green leaves with very wide, creamy white to pure white margins; large, fragrant, white flowers (W)
* Ruffles n Ridges [XL] a blue beast with huge, round ruffled leaves with deep veining; a true giant standing waist high and
almost seven feet across; 36in tall x 72in wide (L)
Sagae [XL] broad, frosted green; irregular yellow margins; beautiful specimen; Hosta of the Year in 2000 (L)
Saint Elmo's Fire [M] very bright yellow leaves with white margins in spring; turns green with white margins in June;
then puts out a new flush of bright yellow, producing multicolored effect (L)
Samurai [L] a sieboldiana with huge, blue-green leaves with yellow margins; great specimen (NW)
Satin Bloomers [S] slender green leaves with ruffled white edges (L)
Satisfaction [L] a stunning sport of 'Piedmont Gold'; large green leaves with wide gold margins (NW)
Sea Fire [M] very bright gold leaves with red petioles; greens up in summer, but new leaves are gold (L)
Sea Lotus Leaf [M] thick-substanced, blue-green leaves that are cupped like Lotus leaves (W)
Sea Thunder [M] creamy white-centered leaves with streaky green margins; exciting clump (L)
Second Wind [M] all green sport of 'Whirlwind'; leathery foliage resists slugs (L)
Seducer [L] showy hosta has large, dark green leaves with slightly ruffled, gold margins and traces of white between the
centers and the margins; summer heat brings on coloration (NW)
September Sun [M] outstanding gold with green margins, a sport of 'August Moon' (L)
Serving Spoons [M] a Fred Smith hybrid exclusive to Hornbaker Gardens; dark green leaves are cupped like large serving
spoons; nice, rounded mound (L)
Sharp Dressed Man [M] folded, very pointed leaves have wide, dark green margins and white centers; sturdy hosta with
great substance (L)
sieboldiana Elegans [L] heavily textured, large, blue-green, round leaves (W)
Silver Anniversary [L] good sized, upright growing blue with heavy substance and texture; excellent specimen; rare
(NW)
Silver Bay [M] one of the best new blue hostas; rounded, intense silver blue leaves are thick & seersuckered at maturity (L)
Silver Moon [S] a hybrid of 'Blue Moon' with silver undersides; slightly cupped leaves with good powder-blue color (L) ---Singin' the Blues [L] large, very puckered blue; leaves are slightly pinched in the center, adding to the textured look (L) --Sitting Pretty [D] lance-shaped leaves with heavy substance; creamy yellow with irregular green margins (P)
Skyrocket [M] all gold sport of 'Unforgettable'; good substance (L)
Slim and Trim [D] from Herb Benedict; a nice blue clump of elongated leaves; only 6 inches tall; vigorous grower (L)
Smash Hit [M] stunning sport of 'Orange Marmalade' with wide green margins and thicker leaves; centers lighten from
chartreuse to golden yellow as the season progresses (L)
Snowden [L] vase shaped habit with large, gray-blue foliage and white flowers (W)
Solar Flare [L] impressive clump of bright yellow, large leaves (L)
Soldier Boy [M] a Fred Smith hybrid offered exclusively by Hornbaker Gardens; dark, olive green with chartreuse to gold
margins; white flowers; 'Galaxy' x 'William Lachman' (W)
Sophisticated Lady [M] a medium-sized mound of green centered foliage with white margins and wavy edges (L)
Sparkling Burgundy [MS] upright grower with heavy, heart-shaped leaves and red flower stems (P)
Spinach Patch [M] unruly, shiny, dark green foliage truly resembles a luscious clump of spinach (W)
Splendid Sarah [M] beautifully variegated and corrugated foliage has a green center with clean white margins (L)
Spotlight [XL] huge mound of large, wavy gold leaves that are very shiny; from Jim Wilkins (L)
Squash Casserole [L] gold, heavily veined, oval leaves with lightly rippled edges; fast growing, and handles sun well;
another great name from Tony Avent (L)
St. Paul [ML] sport of 'Paul's Glory'; thick, gold heart-shaped leaves borderd with wide blue-green margins (L)
Stained Glass [ML] sport of 'Guacamole' displays its variegation earlier in the spring and maintains a brighter gold color;
heavy veining gives it the stained glass window effect; fragrant flowers (NW)
Steffi [M] sport of 'Saint Elmo's Fire'; light green with yellow margins in spring, changing to dark green with pure white
margins (L)
Stormy Dance [S] a Fred Smith hybrid, offered exclusively at Hornbaker Gardens; similar to 'Chartreuse Wiggles', but
forms a thicker, more full clump of wavy, narrow, gold foliage (L)
Striptease [M] chartreuse centers with wide, dark green margins and unique white strips between the two (L)
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Sugar and Spice [M] creamy white margined sport of 'Invincible'; shiny, dark green foliage with excellent variegated
margins; fragrant flowers (L)
Sugar Daddy [ML] a sport of 'Big Daddy' with large cupped blue-green leaves with white streaks and margins; heavy
substance and slug resistant (W)
Sum and Substance [XL] impressive, large, thick-substanced gold with huge leaves (L)
Sum Cup-O-Joe [L] a sport of 'Sum and Substance' with chartreuse foliage and a very narrow, white margin; moderately
corrugated, cupped and thick-substanced (L)
Sum of All [XL] wider gold margins than the other green-centered sports of 'Sum & Substance' (L)
Summer Breeze [M] sensational reversed 'Summer Music'; wide creamy margins are very showy (L)
Summer Fragrance [M] green with white margins; lovely fragrant flowers are lavender-blue (L)
Summer Music [MS] snowy white leaves with gold and chartreuse margins
Sun Kissed [M] cupped and puckered round gold leaves with a pure white margin; fragrant white flowers (W)
Sun Mouse [D] has a similar leaf shape and performance to 'Blue Mouse Ears', but with brilliant yellow leaves; a little
shorter and wider than 'Blue Mouse Ears' (L)
Sunny Delight [M] a Fred Smith hybrid exclusive to our nursery; bright yellow clump that holds its color all summer;
good substance and texture (L)
Sunset Grooves [MS] a sport of 'Rainforest Sunrise' with thick, round, puckered yellow leaves with wide dark green
margins; forms a low mound about a foot tall with a two foot spread (L)
Sunshine Glory [M] upright growing yellow with narrow, white margins; slightly ruffled (L)
Super Nova [ML] rounded, light-centered leaves with blue-green margins; good grower (NW)
Surprised by Joy [D] delightful, upright mini with creamy white centers framed with green margins (L)
Sweet Home Chicago [M] yellow centered, green edged sport of Birchwood Parky's Gold; fast growing (L)
Sweet Jill [M] from Jim Wilkins; dark green foliage streaked with creamy white; very rare (L)
Sweetie [M] apple green with creamy margins; intensely fragrant flowers (NW)
Swirling Hearts [M] shiny, dark green with rippled margins (L)
T. Rex [XL] a gargantuan-sized hosta!; gigantic green leaves; large, near-white flowers (W)
Taffeta [MS] beautiful, dark green hosta from the late Russ O'Harra (P)
Teaspoon [S] dense mound of round, green leaves that are cupped like spoons; good grower (L)
Temptation [M] stunning, white centered sport of sieboldiana 'Elegans'; blue margins (W)
The Fonz [M] shiny, dark green, heavily rippled foliage of good substance; forms a nice medium-sized mound (L)
The King [L] large, bluish-green leaves with gold to creamy white margins that streak into the centers; slight rippling,
moderate corrugation, and good substance (L)
The Razor's Edge [S] sharp looking hosta with an upright habit which draws attention to the extremely bright red
petioles of the the long, narrow, intensely ruffled, lance-shaped, green leaves (L)
Thunderbolt [M] sport of sieboldiana 'Elegans'; narrow centers are golden in spring, creamy white later in summer (NW)Tick Tock [S] fine small clump of gold leaves with dark green borders; a sport of 'Gold Drop' (L)
* Tiny Bubbles [S] thick wavy leaves emerge bright yellow and season to lime-green; closed orchid flowers on yellow
scapes never open and look like tiny bubbles floating above the foliage; 8in tall x 16in wide (L)
Titanic [XL] majestic sport of 'Sum and Substance', with wide gold edges against dark green centers; unsinkable (L)
tokudama [MS] puckered, cup-shaped blue foliage (NW)
tokudama Aureonebulosa [M] cupped, puckered blue-green leaves flushed with yellow and chartreuse (NW)
Tot Tot [D] cute, dark green dwarf (B)
Touch of Class [M] tetraploid form of 'June' emerges with intense blue color with a gold flame in the center; more upright
than 'June' (L)
Toy Soldier [MS]excellent sport of 'Blue Cadet'; same nice growth habit & leaf shape with the addition of a cream edge (L)
* Twice as Nice [M] a tetraploid sport of 'Ambrosia', and as hybridizer Bob Solberg puts it, this form is twice as nice; wide
blue-green margins with a bright yellow center emerge with a frosty wax coating; large, fragrant white
flowers; 20in tall x 45 in wide (W)
Twilight [M] an improved, shinier fortunei 'Aureomarginata' with wider margins and better substance (L)
* Twinkle Little Star [S] a cute, almost prickly looking clump of wavy blue foliage; 4 inch leaves fold into star-shaped
points and form a tight flat mound; 8in tall x 16in wide (L)
undulata 'Albomarginata' [M] green with white edges; fast grower (L)
Unforgettable [M] dark green foliage with 1-inch white margins; vase shaped mound with good substance (L)
Velvet Moon [M] a tetraploid sport of 'Abiqua Moonbeam' with thicker leaves and a much wider bright gold margin with
green centers; will handle a lot of sun; 17in tall x 38in wide (L)
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Ventricosa [M] large, green leaves; dark purple flowers (P)
ventricosa 'Aureomaculata' [M] lovely light center in spring; turns all green; dark purple flowers (P)
ventricosa 'Aureomarginata' [L] shiny, deep green with jagged, creamy borders; dark purple flowers (P)
Victory [XL] huge mound of attractively margined foliage; sport of nigrescens 'Elatior' (NW)
* Victory Lap [L] rounded blue-green leaves with wide cream margins that make a full 'Victory Lap' around the whole leaf;
leaves have prominent veining and pebbling; creamy yellow margins turn white in summer (L)
Vim and Vigor [XL] huge green sport of 'Sum and Substance'; dark green early, then shiny green (L)
* Volcano Island [M] tetraploid sport of 'Paradise Island' with thicker foliage and wider dark green margins; striking
contrast of green leaves with yellow centers on red petioles; 14in tall x 30in wide (L)
Vulcan [ML] classy, white-centered sport of 'Captain Kirk'; yellow streaks occur where the white centers meet the dark
green margins; good growth rate (L)
Warwick Comet [M] flashy clump of cupped leaves with white centers and dark green margins (L)
Warwick Delight [S] spectacular hybrid of 'Blue Moon' features creamy-white centers and streaky, dark green margins;
leaves have excellent substance (L)
Waterslide [M] heavily rippled and wavy blue leaves are of heavy substance and hold their blue color well into the
summer season; 14in tall x 32in spread (L)
Wheee! [MS] extremely wavy leaves from the crown out to the leaf tips; green leaves with cream margins (L)
White Feather [MS] rare and unusual hosta that comes up all white in the spring, turns slowly to green by summer, as it
must (L)
Wiggles and Squiggles [MS] long and narrow bright yellow leaves with wiggly edges; forms a low, wide mound; plant in
morning sun for best yellow color; 10 inches tall x 24 inch spread (L)
Winsome [MS] green foliage with 1/4 inch, creamy white margins; from Dick and Jane Ward (L)
Winter Frost [M] rich blue hosta with highly ruffled leaf margins, holds its blue color well (L)
Winter Snow [XL] sport of 'Sum and Substance' with white margins (L)
Wishing Well [L] a fine large, blue specimen with cupped and puckered leaves; color holds through the season better than
most blues (NW)
World Cup [ML] large, upright mound of cupped, bright gold foliage with good texture and substance (L)
* Wrinkle in Time [S] dark green leaves have creamy yellow margins in spring that mature to creamy white in summer; a
sport of 'Pilgrim' with showier and wavier margins; a vigorous grower; 9in tall x 29in wide (L)
Wu-La-La [XL] a variegated sport of 'Empress Wu' with the same size and presence, and good substance; blue-green
leaves with a striking apple-green margin (L)
Wylde Green Cream [MS] striking, yellow-centered, green-margined sport of 'Vanilla Cream'; good contrast (L)
Yankee Blue [L] vigorous blue hosta forms a full, symmetrical, wide mound of elongated wedge-shaped leaves; waxy
leaves hold the blue coloring well into the season (NW)
Yin [MS] smaller hosta with shiny, dark green centers and creamy yellow margins (L)
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Ordering and Shipping Information: Hostas can be ordered online at www.hornbakergardens.com. You can
also give us a call to place an order by phone. We take orders all year for hostas, but only ship from mid-April
through October 10th. We ship US Postal Service Priority Mail; shipping only on Mondays and Tuesdays allows
plants to arrive before the weekend. Shipping costs are $10 for the first 5 plants and .50 for each additional plant.
Where to plant: Hostas like a partially shaded spot. They need some sun, but don’t like to fry in the sun,
especially in the afternoon. Morning sun is much less harsh than afternoon sun. Dappled shade is wonderful.
Along the north side of the house, where there is little direct sun, but where the hostas get lots of light from the
sky, is a great place. Along the east side of the house works pretty well, where the hostas are shaded all afternoon.
Too much sun won’t kill the hostas, but the leaves may burn, the leaves won’t be as large, and the clump won’t be
as full.
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Soil: Hostas are not overly particular about soil. Best is the usual “moist but well drained” soil with a fair amount
of organic matter. If you are establishing a new bed, it is almost always good to till in some compost or other
organic matter first, especially if your soil is mostly clay.
Planting: Dig the hole deep enough to accommodate the pot size, but wider, so that the roots have some soft
earth into which to expand. Remove the potted hosta by turning it upside down and pulling the pot off. The roots
will hold the soil together unless it has been freshly potted. Be sure to not plant the hosta too deeply. The crown of
the plant should be just barely below the soil surface. Water in well. We like to use a root stimulator in the water
for that first watering. It is inexpensive and effective.
Fertilizer: We like to use an organic fertilizer, such as North Country Pro-Gro or Dr. Earth. With organic
fertilizers, you don’t have to worry about burning the roots or over stimulating the plant. They break down slowly
and feed the plant over a longer time. Some can actually be sprinkled in the hole as you plant, and then sprinkle
some more around the plant after firming it in. Each year thereafter, we broadcast an organic fertilizer into our
beds before the hostas have emerged.
Mulch: Mulching around your hostas will hold moisture in the soil, smother weeds, and improve the soil as the
organic matter breaks down. Try not to choke the hostas by bringing the mulch up around the base of the hosta too
deeply, which could promote crown rot.

Dividing hostas: There is no need to divide your hostas, but after two or three years, you can easily do so.
Dividing is best done in the spring when the hostas are just poking their noses out of the ground, or in late summer
(August), at which time you should cut off all of the foliage so that the plant can concentrate on making new roots
and getting reestablished, rather than supporting wilting foliage. A start can be taken by cutting a pie shaped piece
from a plant, using a sharp spade or knife. Or, the whole plant can be dug up and divided into chunks, or even into
single eye divisions. We like to divide into good sized chunks which will quickly
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